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Introduction
Let K be a compact subset of the n-dimensional complex Euclidean space
C . Let C(K) be the Banach algebra of all complex valued continuous functions defined on K, equipped with the sup-norm. There are several important
closed subalgebras of C{K). The problem of uniform approximation is to find
the conditions that some of these subalgebras coincide with each other. Among
these, we shall mainly deal with the problem for the subalgebra H(K)y the
closure in C(K) of the class of functions each of which is the restriction of a
function holomorphic in a neighborhood of K. When n=l, this is the problem
of rational approximation. When n>l, known results for H(K), for the most
part, were concerned with the case when K is the closure of a bounded domain
with smooth boundary or a compact subset of a smooth real submanifold of
C".
The problem of finding the conditions under which H(K) coincides with
C(K), when K is a compact subset of a smooth real submanifold of C n , originated with Wermer [13] and has been studied by several authors (HϋrmanderWermer [5], Nirenberg-Wells [7], Cirka [1], and Harvey-Wells [2]). The
result of Hϋrmander-Wermer is the following:
n

Let M be a smooth real submanifold of Cn without complex tangent.
for every compact subset K of M, H(K)=C(K)
holds.

Then,

In this paper, we shall deal with the case when K is a subset of the zero
set T of a nonnegative strictly plurisubharmonic function. Such a set T will
be called a totally real set. (This use of terminology is supported by the fact
that a smooth real submanifold M of Cn is a totally real set if and only if M has
no complex tangents (Corollary of Proposition 6).) It is known that a totally
real set is locally a subset of a totally real submanifold (Harvey-Wells [3]).
Therefore, the local approximation theorem for totally real sets follows at once
from the theorem of Hϋrmander-Wermer cited above. The main purpose
of this paper is to establish the following global approximation theorem:
Let T be a totally real set.

Then, for every compact subset K of Γ, H(K)

*> Recent address: Himeji Institute of Technology.
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= C(K) holds.
The main tool that we shall make use of is the ZΛestimate for solutions of
8-problem due to Hϋrmander [4].
In order to establish the uniform approximation theorem for H{K)> we
shall consider, in Section 2, some convexity condition on K that is a variant of the
uniform i/-convexity condition introduced by Cirka [1]. It will be proved in
Section 5 that a compact totally real set satisfies a certain convexity condition of
this kind.
In Section 3, we shall give a local representation of C7?-submanifolds
(Theorem 1). In Section 4, we shall define a totally real set and study some of
its properties. Section 5 will be devoted to the proof of the main theorem
(Theorem 2). The essential part of the proof consists of Lemma 4 and 6. In
Section 6, we shall give an example of a smooth real submanifold M containing
a set of points at which M has non zero complex tangents, while H{K)=C{K)
holds for every compact subset of M. To derive this example, we need to
generalize a theorem due to Mergeljan. Section 7 is concerned with the problem of the (peak) interpolation for a nondegenerate analytic polyhedron or a
strictly pseudoconvex domain (not necessarily with smooth boundary), as an
application of the main theorem. This problem has been extensively discussed
for a polydisk (cf. Stout [11]). In the last section, we shall prove an approximation theorem for CR-ίunctions in some globally presented case. It seems to the
author that the main difficulty in proving the approximation theorem for CRfunctions in general form consists in the proof of the extension lemma corresponding to Lemma 6.
1. Notations and preliminaries
We denote by Cn the complex w-dimensional Euclidean space. When we
n
must emphasize the complex coordinates z=(zly •••, zn), it will be denoted by C z.
Similarly, C\Zlt...tZk) or R\Uχt.,.tUk) denotes the subspace with the coordinates
(zu •••,#*) or (uι, -",uk) respectively. For any point z of Cnf \z\ denotes the
n
Euclidean norm of z. For a subset S of C , we define the distnace function
ds(z)=inf {\ζ—z\:ζ<=S} and the ^-neighborhood Uζ(S)={z: ds(z)<S} of S.
Bn(a, r) denotes the w-dimensional ball {z^Cn: \z—a\ < r } . If / is a continuous
function defined on S> the sup- and ZΛnorms are denoted by | | / | | s and ||/IL2(s)
respectively.
Let U be an open subset of Cn. For any real valued function
and for any vector ξ of C n , we write

If H[ρ; ξ](z)>0 holds for every nonzero ξ and for every point z of Z7, then p is
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called a strictly plurisubharmonίc function in U. Let £P( U) be the class of C°°
functions nonnegative and strictly plurisubharmonic in U.
L e m m a 1. Let U be an open subset of Cn. Let p and σ be strictly plurisubharmonic functions defined in U. Suppose that there exists a real number c such
that
G0={ztEU:

p(z)<c}

is relatively compact in U. Then, for any real number £,
Gξ=

{z^G0:

σ(z)<β}

is holomorphically convex. In particular, Go is holomorphically convex.
Proof. Set
v

'

c-p(z)

€-σ(z)

Then, we have, for any vector £ e C" and for any
[u;ξ](z)=

1

H[p;ξ]

[c-p{z)γ
1

[ε-σ{z)]

H[*; Ώ*

The right member is positive for nonzero vector ξ. If z is a point of 9Gε, then
ρ(z)=c or σ(z)=S holds. From this it follows that, for any real number <z, the
set {z^iG: u(z)<a} is compact. This proves the lemma.
If ω = Σ cck(z)d2k is a C°° form of type (0, 1) defined in an open set £/, then
we write

If V is any relatively compact open subset of U, then the sup- and ZΛnorms of ω
on Fare denoted by ||ω|| 7 and ||ω|| L 2 (7) respectively. The main tool which we
shall make use of is the following theorem. (This is a special form of the
theorem proved by Hrόmander [4].)
Hόrmander's theorem. Let K be a compact subset of a bounded open set
U. Suppose that ω is a C°° form of type (0, 1) satisfying 9ω = 0 in U. Then, for
every holomorphically convex open set G such that KczG^U, there exists a C°°
function u such that
du = ω

and

IM
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where γ is a constant depending only on K.
We shall also make use of the following lemma due to Hϋrmander-Wermer
[5].
L e m m a 2.
B=Bn(ay6).

Let u be a C°° function defined in a neighborhood of the closed ball
Then
\u(a)\<70{£-n\\u\\L2(B)+S\\du\\B}

holds, where γ 0 is an absolute constant.
Let K be a compact subset of Cn. A subalgebra Jl of C(K) is called a
uniform algebra on K, if it is closed in C(K), contains the constants, and
separates the points of K. If JL is a uniform algebra on K, then K is naturally
immbedded in the maximal ideal space M{Jΐ) of Jly and the Silov boundary
Γ(<_^?) of Jl is contained in K. We shall consider some uniform algebras on K.
A(K) is the algebra of functions in C(K) which is holomorphic in the interior of
K. H{K) is the algebra of functions approximated uniformly on K by functions
each holomorphic in a neighborhood of K. If Kd U> H(K, U) is the algebra of
uniform limits on K of functions holomorphic in U. If {fu •••,/»,} is a set of
functions in C(K) separating the points of K, [fu -",fm;K]
is the algebra of
uniform limits of polynomials of flf •••,/«. In particular, [zl9 •••, zn; K] is denoted by P(K). Evidently, we have

P{K) = H(K, Ctt)czH(Ky

U)dH(K)czA(K)(zC(K).

2. Holomorphically convexity
Let K be a compact subset of Cn. K is called a //-convex set, if the maximal ideal space M(H(K)) of H(K) coincides with K. It is known that, if K is the
intersection of holomorphically convex open sets containing K, then K is Hconvex (cf. Rossi [9]). To establish the approximation theorem for H(K), we
need to impose a stronger convexity condition on K.
Let δ(#) be a nonnegative continuous function defined in an open subset U
of C\ A compact subset K of U is said to be in the class ^(δ), if we can find
constants y and £0 so that, for every £, 0 < £ < £ 0 , there exists a holomorphically
convex open set Gsc U satisfying
(1)

l

K is called a 8-convex set, if, in addition to (1), the condition
(2)

K=ΠGt
ε>o

is satisfied.

A δ-convex set is //-convex by definition.

When 8(z) is the
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distance function dκ(z), (1) implies (2). The rf^-convexity is nothing but the
uniform i/-convexity introduced by Cirka [1], We shall give some examples of
δ-convex sets.
EXAMPLE 1. Let G be a bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain denned
by a strictly plurisubharmonic function σ in an open set U containing (?: G=
{z& U: σ(z)<0}.
Suppose that dσ does not vanish on 9G. Let V be a relatively compact open subset of U containing G. Then, there exist positive constants cλ and c2 such that

z(Ξ V\G .

c1dG(z)<σ(z)<c2dG(z),

We choose £Q so that the open set {z^ V: <r(z)<c280} is relatively compact in V.
It follows from Lemma 1 that, for any £, 0 < £ < £ 0 , the open set
Gs=

{zEΞV:σ(z)<c2S}

is holomorphically convex.

Setting η=cϊ1c2> we have

Therefore, G is </G-convex.
also a δ-convex set.

Moreover, if we set δ(z)—max {σ(z)y 0}, then G is

2. Let U be an open subset of Cn. Let / v , l<v<s, s<n, be
functions in C°°(U). Suppose that / v are holomorphic in zs+u •••, ^ n in [/ and
that
EXAMPLE

;
k=l,

! Φ0
-,sJ

on

£/ .

Let ^ be a ί/j-convex compact subset of U, and let K* be the graph of
(/,,-,/,) o n * :

If G ε is a holomorphically convex open subset of U in the definition of the dkconvexity of K, then the open set

is holomorphically convex (cf. Sakai [10]). We can choose a positive constant
c so that, for every sufficiently small £ > 0 ,
«+s: dκ*(zy w)<cS} .

holds.

Therefore, K* is ^-convex.
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3. A real C°° submanifold M of Cn is said to be finite, if M is a
manifold with boundary and if dM is a real C°° submanifold of C n . If M is a
compact or finite C°° submanifold of C n and has no complex tangents, then M is
dM convex. This is derived from the fact that dM(sf is strictly plurisubharmonic
in a neighborhood of M (cf. Hϋrmander-Wεrmer [5]). More generally, if p is a
function in £P(t/) and if the zero set K of p is compact, then K is δ-convex,
where δ is the function defined by
EXAMPLE

(see Lemma 5, Section 5).
Let δ be a nonnegative continuous function in U and m a positive integer.
A function F(=C°°(U) is said to be in the class 9Jlw(C7, δ), if, for any relatively
compact open subset V of [/, there exists a constant c such that
\dF{z)\<ch(zf,

z<=V.

Proposition 1. Let K be a compact subset of U in the class ®(δ). If
belongs to H(K).
1(U, S),then F\κ
Proof. Set ω=dF in U. Let £0 and y be the constants in (1), and let 6 be
an arbitrary number with 0 < £ < £ 0 . We use the notation γ for unspecific constants that are independent of £. By Hϋrmander's theorem, we can find a function weC°°(Gε) such that
du2 = ω

and

Let z be an arbitrary point of K.
follows from Lemma 2 that

l|w ε || L 2 ( G ε ) <γ|| ω || L 2 ( G ε ) .
The ball B=Bn(z> 8) is contained in G ε . It

M+1

Since F(=JMn+1(U, δ), (1) yields ||ω|| G ε <γ£ . Therefore, we obtain \u2(z)\<y6.
We set Fs=F—usin Gz. Then Fz is holomorphic in G ε . For every z of K> we
have
which proves the proposition.
Let G be a bounded domain in Cn. Let A°°(G) denote the closure in C(G)
of the class of functions of A(G) each of which can be extended as a C°° function
in a neighborhood of G.
s

Corollary. If G is a bounded domain such that G i
A~(G)=H(G) holds.

dG-convex, then
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Proof. Let F be a C°° function defined in a neighborhood U of G and
holomorphic in G. Since 3F=0 in G, we have F^3ίn^{U, dG). Therefore,
F\ £ belongs to H(G).
A C°° map φ=(φu •••, φn) of an open subset £7 of Cn into Cw is said to be in
the class JkjJJ, δ), if every φk is in JMm(U, δ).
Proposition 2. Le£ δ fo β nonnegative continuous function defined in an open
set U and K a compact subset of U in the class ®(δ). Let φbea map in J$ίM+1( C/, δ).
Iff is a function in H(φ(K)), thenf=fΌφ is in H{K).
Proof. There exists a sequence of functions {g'v} each holomorphic in a
neighborhood Uί of K'=φ(K) such that / ' is the uniform limit of {gi} on K'.
Setg^=g'voφ and Uy=φ-\Uί).
Since φ<=3ln+1(U, δ) we h a v e ^ v e ^ Λ + 1 ( C / v , δ).
Therefore, by Pioposition 1, we havegv\ L^H(K).
Since/is the uniform limit
of {gv} on Ky we have f^H(K),
as required.
Corollary. Let φbea dijfeomorphism in Jkn+1{U, δ). Set 8/=Soφ~1. If
K is in Sΐ(δ) and if K'=φ{K) is in ®(δ'), then H(K) and H(Kf) are isomorphtc as
uniform algebras.
Proof. The inverse map φ" 1 is in 3ln+l{U\ δ'), where U'=φ(U).
we have the Corollary.
3.

Hence,

CR-submanifolds

Let M be a real C°° submanifold of Cn. We denote by TZ(M) the real
tangent space of M at z. We say that M lhas the complex rank r at z, if the
complex tangent space

= Tz(M)f]iTz(M)
has the complex dimension r. M is called a CR-submanifold of complex rank r,
if it has a constant complex rank r at every point, which will be denoted by r(M).
The following lemma gives an example of a CjR-submanifold of C\
d

L e m m a 3. Letf=(fly •••,/„) fo a C°° imbedding of an subset N of R w into
Cl. Then, the image M=f(N) is a CR-submanifold of Cnw of complex rank ry if and
only if

holds at every point of N.

Proof. Let x° be any point of iV and set a=f(x°). M has a nonzero complex
tangent at α, if and only if there exist two nonzero vectors t> sξΞRd such that
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(1)

Σ ^ ( * % = / Σ )&(**)**,

\<k<n.

If t=0, then (1) implies that

Σ ^ (*°K - o,

Σ jr

9

3

wheref k =u k +iv k .

Since rankΓ—*, ^
L9#v 8XV
ξ—t—is. Then £ is nonzero solution of

(2)

Σ ^ ( * ° ) f v = 0,

Λ = 1

' " ' " l ^ , we have s=0.
v=l, •••, dJ

Set

1<£<W,

if and only if t and s are nonzero and satisfy (1). Thus, the complex dimension of
CTa(M) coincides with the number of linearly independent complex vectors ξ
satisfying (2). This proves the lemma.
Let M be a Ci?-submanifold of complex rank /. We say that M is holomorphic if, for every point z of Λf, there exists a neighborhood Uz of z in Cn
such that MΓ\UZ is represented as a real C°° parametric family of complex
submanifolds of Cn of complex dimension r. If r(M)=0, then M is trivially
holomorphic. A C7?-submanifold of positive rank is not necessarily holomorphic.
For example, the hypersphere S2"'1 in Cn, n> 1, is a Ci?-submanifold of complex
rank n— 1. However, S 2 *" 1 can contain no complex submanifolds of Cn of
positive dimensions. To see this, we suppose that *S 2n-1 contains a complex
submanifold X of Cn. We may assume that X contains the point #°=(1,0, •••,0).
Then the function/(#)=i(l+#i) induces a holomorphic function F o n X | F |
attains its maximal value 1 in X only at z°. It follows from the maximal modulus
principle that X reduces to {z0}.
We shall now give a local representation of holomorphic Ciϊ-submanifolds.
For simplicity, we use the abbreviations

w" = (wt+ly

where w,=uv+ivv

and

—,wt+r)

and

w'" = (wt+r+1,

•••,«;„),

0<t<t-\-r<n.

Let F b e an open subset of CJ. Suppose that N=VΓ[(Rl'XCl,")
is not
empty. If φ is a diffeomorphism of V into CJ which is in JMχ{V, dN), then
φ\N is holomorphic in &>" on iV. Therefore, M=zφ(N) is a holomorphic CRsubmanifold of Cnz.
Conversely, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1.

Let M be a holomorphic CR-submanίfold

n

of C z.

For any
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positive integer m and for any point z of M, there exist a neighborhood U2 of z in
Cnz, a neighborhood V of the origin of CnWy and a C°° diffeomorphism φ of V onto Uz
satisfying the following conditions:
(i) N=φ~\MC\U2)
is an open subset of Rl'xCrw",
where r=r(M) and
t=dimRM—2r;
(ii)

every component φk of φ is holomorphic in wt+u •••, wn\

(ϋi)
Proof. Since M is holomorphic, we can choose a neighborhood JJ'Z of z> a
neighborhood N' of the origin in Λ ί ' X C ί " , and a C°° map ψ of N' into Cn
with -^(0)=^, satisfying the following conditions:
(a)
(b)

every component ψk of ψ is holomorphic in w" on N'.

By Lemma 3, we can assume that

(c)
v
'

ί + r
detΓ^-*;* = 1 '
Ίφ0
L9MV v = l, —,t+r-ϊ

on

N'.

We define the function ψ-eC~(Ω), Ω=N'xRt'XCnul7J-t,

ψ(wu -,wn) = ψk{u', w")+i±^{u',
m\»v

">vm=idu,,1' 'dUϊm

I t follows a t o n c e from (b) t h a t -^- Ξ O for μ=t-\-\,
dWμ.

have

_|

! 2 ^..^

2p\

by

w")v,
*

•••, n.

F o r μ=l, •••, ty w e
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Therefore, we have
T K

—

^i

T K

(ί/

71)

ίV

***Ί)

F r o m this it follows that ψ>^ J K W ( Ω , dN).
L e t u s now define the C°° m a p φ=(φu

T h e n 0 is clearly in t h e class 3lm{Ω,
for any index v, l<v<t-{-r>
t h e Jacobian of φ at w is

•••, 0 n ) of Ω into C

Λ

by

dN), and h e n c e , for any p o i n t w of N'

we have - ^ ( e ϋ ) = -^™(zv)=
dwv
ou v

-^(w).
ouv

and

Therefore,

It follows from (c) that the last member does not vanish on iV7 and hence in a
neighborhood of N' in CJ. Therefore, we can find a neighborhood V of the
origin in Cnw such that ^ is diίfeomorphic in V. Setting N=N'f)V
and
JJz=φ(V), we have the theorem.
4. Totally real sets
A subset T of C n is called a totally real set, if t h e r e exist an o p e n subset U
of C

Λ

containing T and a function p in S{U)

such that

p is then called a defining function of 71. We note that if T is totally real, then
p(z)=dp(z)=0 holds for
Proposition 3. If every point z of T has a neighborhood Uz in Cn such that
TΠU2 is totally real, then T is totally real
Proof. We can find a locally finite open covering {f/v} of T such that, in
each f/v, there exists a function p^^^^U^) satisfying T Π Uv= {z^ C/v: p v (#)=0}
Let {λv} be a partition of unity subordinate to {C/v}. We set
p{z) = 2 λ v (*)p v (*),

*<Ξ Ϊ7 = U Uv.
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n

For any vector ξ of C , we have
; ξ\ = Σ*MP,'> Ώ+Σ PM^ 51
V

V

. yi/βλvβpv

, Sλvβpv

If ?ΦO, the first sum is positive. The second and the third sums vanish on T>
since pv(#)=*/pv(#)—0 for ^ e Γ ( Ί Ϊ7V. Therefore, we can find a neighborhood
F of T so that p is a defining function of T in j?(?7).
Proposition 4. Let T be a totally real set defined by p^&(U).
are functions in C°°(U)y then
v

(s) = 0,

If f^

(\<v<t)

\<v<t}

is a totally real set.
Proof. Set Pi(*)=ρ(*)+ΣIΛ(«),\\

Z<=ΞU.

Then we have

V

For any nonzero vector f > the right member is positive at every point of Tλ.
Hence there exists a neighborhood V of T1 such that px is in £P(V).
Corollary, Let T be a totally real set defined by p G ^ t / ) . If V is a
relatively compact open subset of U with the smooth boundary, then T [\V is a
totally real set.
Proof. We can choose a C°° function λ(#) such that λ(#)=0 for z^V and
λ(#)>0 for *<Ξ UIΊ V. Since TΓίV={ztΞT: λ(*)=0}, TΠ V is totally real.
Proposition 5. If Tx and T2 are totally real sets in C" and CZ respectively,
then T= Tx X T2 is totally real in CΐxCZ.
Proof. Let p v be defining functions of 7\ respectively. Then, ρ(z, w)=
P\(z)-\-p2(w) is a defining function of T.
Let/ v (# v ) be holomorphic functions in open subsets £/v of C\^(\<v<N)
respectively. Set Γ v = { ^ 6 [ / V : IΛ(^v)l=l}> l<v<N.
Suppose that every
fί(zv) does not vanish on T. Then every Γ v is a totally real set in C] v defined
by P v W = ( l / v W Γ - l ) 2 . Therefore, T=T1X- X TN is a totally real set in C".
Proposition 6. Lei δ be a nonnegative continuous function defined in an
open set U and φ a diffeomorphίsm in JUf^LT, δ). Let T be a subset of the zero set
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of δ {assumed to be nonempty). Then T is totally real if and only if T'=φ(T) is
totally real.
Proof. Set U'=φ(U) and δ ^ δ o f 1 . Since φ'1 is in 3tx(Vf, δ'), it suffices
to prove that if Tf is totally real then so is T. There exists an open set V such
that T'czV'cU' and a function p'^&'(V)
such that T"= { ^ G F : ρ'(w)=0}.
We write φ as wv=φ^,(z)> \<v<n.
Then, for any point z^V=φ~\V)
and for
n
any vector ξ^C , we have
H[p; ?](*) = H[p'; v,](z»)+ Σ €„(*)&
z

where ηz is t h e vector (?7i(#), •••, Vn{ )) defined by

η^(z) — 2 -^-{^jζk >

\<v<n ,

and

9V 9 & 9 φ μ |
€ ί 9a;v9a;μ 9^ 9sA

Σ

9 p / 92φ, •S 9 p / 92ΦV
? 9wv 9^,-9^
v 9ΐZ;v θs. θ**

Σ

Since φ^JMi(V9 δ), the first three sums of the last expression vanish on T.
Since dp'=0 on Γ, the other terms vanish on T. Therefore, we have Sik(z)=0
for z<=T. If ξφ0, then we have ^ φ 0 , since det Γ ^ Ί φ O o n T . Thus we can
find a neighborhood V of T such that

Ldzk J

Corollary. Let M be a real C°° submanίfold of Cn.
if and only if r(M)=0.

Then M is totally real

Proof. Suppose that r(M)~0. Then, for any point z° of M, there exists a
neighborhood U of z° such that MΠU is mapped by a diffeomorphism
φ^JMι(U> dMCiu) onto an open subset N of the real subspace Rdu' of Cϊ, where
rf=dimΛ M and u'=(uu •••, wrf). Since Λt', is clearly a totally real set in CJ, we
can assume that iV is totally real by Corollary of Proposition 4. It follows from
Proposition 3 and 6 that M is totally real.
Conversely, we suppose that M is totally real. For every point z of M
there exist a neighborhood Uz and a real submanifold Mi with r(M£)=0 such
that MnUzaM'z
(Harvey-Wells [3]). Since TZ(M Γl Uz) dT2(M'z) and
iTz(Mf] Ug)<ZiTj(M'x), we have CTZ(MΠ Ut)= {0} as required.
It should be noted that some of the properties of totally real sets has been
studied in Harvey-Wells [2], [3], We note also that the necessary part of Proposition 6 is due to Hϋrmander-Wermer [5]. Our proof is a different one.
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5. Uniform approximation on totally real sets
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let T be a totally real set in Cn.
subset K of T, H(K)=C{K) holds.

Then, for every compact

We begin by proving the following lemmas. We write

Lemma 4. Let T be a totally real set defined by p,&ίP(E/). Then, there
exists an open set V such that TcUdV
and that u(z)= | grad ρ(z) | 2 is in 3?(V).
(T is contained in the zero set ofu.)
Proof.

For any vector ξ of Cw,we have

The first and the second sums vanish on T> since dρ(z)=0 for z^T.
sum is positive for any nonzero ξ, since the matrix

f—

The fourth

is nonsingular.

Therefore, we can find a neighborhood V of T such that H[u;ξ]>0
and for any nonzero ξ.

for any

Lemma 5. Let K be a compact totally real set defined by p^5 ) (ί7).
S(z)= I grad ρ(z) \. Then, K is 8-conυex.

Set

Proof. By Lemma 4, there exists an open set V such that KczVdU
and
2
that δ is in 3?(V). Since K is the zero set of p, we can choose a positive constant c so that the open set

is relatively compact in V.
constant v such that

Since dρ(z)=0 for
δ(z)<vdκ(z),

ZEΞK>

there exists a positive

z£ΞG0.

It follows from Lemma 1 that, for any positive number £, the open set
G2=

{ZΪΞG0:

8(Z)<VS\

is holomorphically convex. Setting £0=dist(.K, Go), we have, foa rny £, 0 < £ < £ 0 ,
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Since c can be chosen arbitrarily small, we have K= Π G, which completes the
ε>o

lemma.
Lemma 6. Let T be a totally real set defined by pe£P([/). For any
positive integer m and for any junction /GC~(ί/), there exists a function
Fe3lm(U,Igradp|)
such that F(z)=f(z) for z<=T.
Proof.

The system of equations

has a unique solution (ga), ga^C°°(U), since the matrix

^— is nonsingular.
LdZjd!8kJ

Differentiating (1) by z.9 we have

gg
gg.
9 2 P _ ds ds
dx^xJS*,=
i
j

y
r'S'Qxjdaflx,'

Since the right member is symmetric with respect to i and j , we have

S 8 ^ *8 2 p = S 8 € ! '

(2)

« 3^. 9arβ9s,

82p

» 9s, 9s Λ 9 s y '

For every α, the system of equations

has a unique solution (£Λp), ^ β E C ^ t / ) .
92p

92p _ ^

Substituting (3) to (2), we have
82p

92p

or equivalently,

^f

% =0 ,

which implies that g€ύβ=gβ<Λ.
Suppose that, for a multi-index J=(ji, m 'yjp), gj is already defined. Let
Jα denotes the multi-index (j\, " ,jp> α). Then (gjα) will be defined as a unique
solution of the system of equations
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Thus we define gj for all multi-indices / inductively.
We shall now prove the symmetry of gj with respect t o / by induction. Suppose
that gj are symmetric for all multi-indices / of length p. Fix any positive
number vy 1 <v<p, and for any indices α, β, we write

and

J" = Uu->β,-Jp)>

wherej\ means that/ v shall be omitted and a (or β) i n / ' (or J" resp.) means
that a (or β resp.) shall be posed at z>-th position. By the assumption of induction, we have

Differen tiating (5) by Zj and using the argument analogous to one in the case of
p=\y we have

Therefore, we obtain gj'β=gj"Λ> which implies the symmetry of gj with respect
to all multi-indices/ of length p-{-l.
Now, we define the function F^C°°(U) by

Since dp(z)=0 for ^GjΓ,we have F(z)=f(z)
ski we have

92,

92,
, vί
1

J ' 9^.92,
1

yj

^-. dgj ...j

ml jv- jm

dzk

for ^ G T .

p-ιp\ sv- h

dp
dzj

Qzk dzh

9 /dp

ί y

dp
dz;

By the way of construction of gjv..jP, we have

i

2 ^

h i

Differentiating (6) by

A (_?P_ ... _9p\

9p \

dzjp
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yj

/

...

Thus, we obtain

2
3^

ml jv'"*jm

dzk

dzji

dzjm

which implies that F belongs to JMm{U, |grad p |). The lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem 2. If K is a compact subset of T, then there exists an
open set V, KaVaU,
with the smooth boundary. It follows from Corollary
of Proposition 2 that TdV is totally real. Since H(TΠ
V)\κdH(K)dC(K)=
C(TΓ\ I7) I KJ it is sufficient to prove the theorem in the case when K is totally
real. Let ρ^P(U) be a defining function of i£, and set δ = Igrad p | . Then, by
Lemma 5, K is δ-convex. Let/be an arbitrary function in C°°(U). Then, by
Lemma 6, f\κ has a C°° extension F in <3ίn+ι(U, δ). It follows from Proposition 1 that f\κ=F
\κ^H(K), which proves the theorem.
Theorem 2, when T is a Ck totally real submanifold M of Cny was proved
by Hϋrmander-Wermer [5] for 2)fe>dim^M+2, and by Harvey-Wells [2] for
&=1, Nirenberg-Wells [7] proved a corresponding result when M i s a C°° totally
real submanifold of a complex manifold.
Theorem 2 implies that any compact subset K of a totally real set Γ is
//-convex. This fact is due to a strong convexity of T. (K is contained in a
compact totally real set Ko. Ko is δ-convex, 8= Igrad p, |, (Lemma 5), and K is
0^o-convex (Harvey-Wells [2]).)
6. A theorem of Mergeljan
Let / be a real valued continuous function defined on the closed unit disk
D in C 1 . For every real number u, the level set {z^D:f(z)=u}
will be denoted
by Lu. We consider a uniform algebra
B=

{ge=C(D): \gLu^A(Lu)

for every u^f(D)\

.

Mergeljan [6] proved the following theorem.
Theorem of Mergeljan. If, for every u^f(D), Lu does not div'de the
plane, then [z,f; D]=B holds. In particulary if every Lu has no interior points in
addition, then [zj\ D\=C(D) holds.
We shall generalize this theorem to the higher dimensional case. Let K
be a compact subset of C" and T a totally real subset of CS. Let / = ( / , ~',fm)
be a continuous map of K into T. For any point w of f(K), we set
Lw= {z€ΞK:f(z)=w}.
We consider a uniform algebra
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.

If g is in Jl=[zu...,zn,fu
-- ,fm;K]y then, for every w<=f(K), g\Lu>(=P(Lw)y
and therefore we have JldΐB.
If Jί=$} holds, then we have P(LW)=A(LW) for
every
Theorem 3. Suppose that there exists a polynomίally convex compact set To
such thatf(K)aToc:T.
If P(LW)=A(LW) holds for every w<Ξf{K)r then we have
Jl=B.
In particular, if P(LW)=C(LW) holds for every w<=f(K), then JL=C{K).
Proof. Fix an arbitrary function g in B and an arbitrary positive number
£. Let a be any point of/(if). Since P(La)=A(La), we can find a polynomial
Pa(z) such that \\g—PJ|LαJ<£/2. By the continuity of g—Pay there exists a
positive number δ such that \\g—PΛ\\Lw<£ f°Γ every Lw contained in the δneighborhood of La in Cnz. By the continuity of/, we can find a positive number
η such that Lw is contained in the δ-neighborhood of La for every w^f(K) with
\w—a I <v. Thus we have \\g—PJ\Lw<S for every w^f(K) with \w—a\ <V
By the compactness of f(K), we can choose a finite open covering {Fv}v=i of
f(K) in CZ and a set of polynomials {Pv(z)}v=i so that, for every v and for every
w(=f(K)f}V^ \\g—Pv\\Lw<£ holds. Let {Xv(w)} be a partition of unity subordinate to {F v }. Since T is totally real and To is polynomially covenx, we have
P(T0)—C(T0) by Theorem 2 and Oka's approximation theorem. Therefore, for
every v> there exists a polynomial <2V(&>) in w such that

We set A(«)=Σ <2v(/(*))Λ,(*)

Then h belongs to c_i.

V

Let z be an arbitrary point of K. We denote by Λ the set of indices v for
which the point f(z) belongs to Vv. Since λ v (/(^))=0 for any ^φΛ, we have

From this it follows that g belongs to <Jl.
Corollary. Suppose that fk are real valued continuous functions defined
on Ky 1 <k<m.
IfP(Lu)=A(Lu) holds for every utΞf(K), then we have Jl=B.
In particular, if P(LU)=C(LU) holds for every u^f(K), then we have Jl=C(K).
Proof. We canconsider/=(/!, •• ,/ w ) as a continuous map of K into a real
subspace R™ of C%. RZ is a totally real set in CZ. For a sufficiently large
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polydisk Doy TQ=z=Dof)R% is a polynomially convex set containing f(K). Thus,
all the conditions of Theorem 5 are satisfied.
As an application of this corollary, we give an example to show that a compact set K satisfying H(K)=C(K) is not necessarily a subset of a totally real
set.
n

Let K= Π Kv be a compact subset of Cnz and let fv be real valued continuous
V= l

functions defined on K^, respectively. Suppose that, for every w v e/ v (iΓ v ), the
level set Luv={z^^Kv:fv(z^)=uv}
has no interior points and does not deivide
Clv. Then, we hawe P(LJ = C(LJ. Set f(z) = (f1(z1)y -,/„(*.)), z^K.
Then for every vector u^f(K)y we have Lu=ΐ[L
y and therefore P(LU)=C(LU).
V

This follows from Stone-Weierstrass's theorem, since the totality of polynomials
that are real valued on K separates the points of K. It follows from Corollary
of Theorem 3 that <JL=[zly •••, znyfly " yfn;K] coincides with C(K). Set
K* = {(*,/(*))eC ( 2 ;..,: wv =/„(*„), 1 <v<n} .
The projection oίC\z,W) onto C" induces isomorphisms of P(K*) onto Jl and of
C(K*) onto C(K). Thus we have P(K*)=C(K*) (=H(K*)).
However, K* is not necessarily totally real. We consider a simple case
when /v(#v)—?v(#v)> where q^(x) are C°° functions defined on an open interval
/ = ( — 2 , 2) of a real variable x. Suppose that, for every v, and for every
the level set {x^I: q^(x) = s} is a discrete set. Set ί Γ v = {
Then, we have H(K*)=C(K*) by the argument above. Set
M=

{{zyf{z))^Ctlw):

wv=fv(zv)y

Then, M is a C°° real submanifold of Cf!tW).

Λv

e / , \<v<n} .

It follows from Lemma 3 that the

0

0

complex rank of M at the point (s°,/(s )) of M is given by n—rank - ^ (# ) .
L8#Λ

J

We impose an additional assumption that every qί(x) has an isolated zero at x=0.
Set
EQ=

n

{z<=C 2: Λ?v = 0 , \<v<n)

,

and

Since

rank Γ | k (*)"] = rank

?ί(0)
0

ίί(0)J

=0

at every point z^EOy M has the complex rank n at every point of E. Thus, K*
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can not be a subset of a totally real set in C\ZtZy We remark that E is an ndimensional totally real subspace of C\itXy
7.

Interpolation sets

Let G be a bounded domain in Cn. A closed subset K of the Silov
boundary of A(G) is called an interpolation set for A(G), if A(G)\K=C(K).
If,
for every function / in C(K), there exists a function F in A(G) such that
F(z)=f(z) for zeK and \F(z)\<\\f\\κ for z<=G\Ky then i£ is called a peak
interpolation set for A(G). It is known that an interpolation set K is a peak interpolation set if and only if K is a ^>£#& set for A(G), that is, there exists a
function/in ^4(G) such that/(#)=l for z^K and \f(z) | < 1 for z^G\K.
When G is a compact polydisk Dn, the Silov boundary of A(Dn) is the ndimensional torus T*. In [11], Stout proved that a closed subset K of Tn is a
peak interpolation set if and only if K is the zero set of a function in A(Dn).
We shall consider the case when G is an analytic polyhedron or a strictly pseudoconvex domain.
We use the following lemma known in the theory of uniform algebras (cf.
Stout [12], Chap. 4).
L e m m a 7. Suppose that K satisfies the following conditions:
(i) G\K is simply connected;
(ii) there exists a function h^A(G) such that
: h(z) = 0} .
Then, K is a peak set for A(G), and A(G) \κis
Theorem 4.

a closed subalgebra of

C(K).

Let G be a bounded analytic polyhedron in Cn defined by

G= {ZΪΞU: | / V ( * ) | < 1 , 1 <*<//},
where U is an open set containing G, andfv are functions holomorphic in U. Suppose
that det -J^- has no zeros on the set
LdzkJ
T= {z(ΞU: | / v ( * ) | = l f \<v<n)

.

If K is a closed subset of Γ satisfying the condition (i) and (ii) of Lemma 7, then K
is apeak interpolation set for A(G).
Proof. It suffices to prove that A(G) I κ is dense in C(K), by Lemma 7.
Choose a positive number r> 1 so that the open set

|<r, \<v<n)
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is relatively compact in U. We first prove that K is CV-convex. If z° is a point
of V\G, then we can find a functiong holomorphic in V suhc that |g(z°) \>\\g\\G>
since G is CV-convex. If z0 is a point of G\K, we have \h(z°) | > 0 by the condition (ii) of Lemma 7. There exists a function h holomorphic in a neighborhood
of G such that \\h—h\\G< |Λ(a°)|/4 (cf. Petrosjan [8]). Since G is CV-convex,
we can find a function g holomorphic in V such that \\h— g\\G< |/z(#°)|/4.
Therefore, we have | g(z°) | > | |g| \κ. Thus, i£ is 0F-convex. From this it follows
that H(K, V)=H(K). Since H(Ky V) is contained in the closure of A(G)\κ in
C(K) and since ^4(G) | κ is closed in C(K), it remains to prove that H(K)=C(K).
We consider the function

in U.

Then we have

Since d e t p ^ |Φ0 and |/v(ar)| = 1 on Γ, p is in ^(ϊ/i) for a neighborhood ί/χ of
Γ, and therefore Γ is totally real. Thus the theorem follows from Theorem 2.
In the next place, we consider the case of strictly pseudoconvex domains
(not necessarily with smooth boundaries).
Theorem 5. Let G be a bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain in Cn defined
by
G=

{z<=U: σ(z)<0} ,

where U is an open set containing G and σ is strictly plurίsubharmonίc in U. Let
K be a closed subset of dG satisfying the condition (i) of Lemma 7 and the following
condition:
(ii)' there exists a function h holomorphic in U such that K= {z^G: h(z)=0}
and dh has no zero on K.
Then K is a peak interpolation set for A(G).
Proof. Since the condition (ii)' is stronger than (ii) of Lemma 7, it suffices
to prove that A{G) \ κ is dense in C(K). We can assume that U is holomorphically
convex and the zero set X of h in U is a closed submanifold of U.
Let z be any point of K. Then there exist a neighborhood Uz of z with
C/2cC/and a local complex coordinate ζ=(ζu •••, ζn) in U2 such that XΓi Uz=
{ζ^Uz: ζn=0}. Let σ(ζu •••, ζH^) be the restriction oίσtoXΓ[U2
and set
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Then p is a function in S{U2) and satisfies
KnUM={ζf=Ut:

(ξ) = 0},

P

It follows from Proposition 1 that K is totally real. Thus we have H(K)=
C{K).
Since σ is a strictly plurisubharmonic function on X and since K =
{ f ' G l : ct(ζ')<O}y K is 0z-convex. Since X is the zero set of A in U, K is
Ou-convex. Thus we can conclude that A(G)\K=C(K), by using an argument
similar to one used in the proof of Theorem 4.
We remark that, when w=l, the condition (ii)/ reduces our problem to a very
simple one, since then K is a finite point set. When n> 1, it is not trivial. We
consider, for example, the case when G is the unit ball in Czn and
h(z)=^z2k—l.
Then, all the conditions of Theorem 5 are satisfied for K={(xu •••, xn)^R":
l=l}
I n this case, K is an (n— l)-diemnsional totally real submanifold of

8.

CR-functions

Let T be a totally real set in C\ and G a holomorphically convex open subset
of CS. The projections of CN=Cnz X CZ onto Cnz and CS are denoted by π1 and
7Γ2 respectively. Let X be a compact set of CN. For any z of C?, we set
Kg=πT\z) Π i£ and K'M=π2(KM).
Theorem 6. L^ί K be a compact subset of CN satisfying the following conditions:
(i)
πi{K)=T;
(ii) for every z^T, there exists a complex analytic subvarίety Xz of G such
that K'z is a Ox -convex compact subset of Xz.
N
If f is a C°° function defined in a neighborhood U of K in C which is
holomorphic in w on Xz Π U for every z^T, then f belongs to H(K).
Proof. Let a be any point of Γ. By the compactness of Ka, for every
number δ>0, there exists aη>0 such that Kz is contained in the δ-neighborhood
of Ka in CNy for every z^T with Is:—a\ <V Since K'Λ is 0χΛ-convex, and
since Xa is a closed subvariety of G, there exists a function gjw) holomorphic
in G such that
\f{a,w)-ga{w)\<eβ,
By the continuity of /— ga, there exists η>0 such that
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holds for every z^T with |z—a\ <η.
By the compactness of Γ, we can find a finite open covering {Fv}5Li of T in
n
C z and a set of functions {gjjώ)}*=\ each holomorphic in G and satisfying

Choose a partition of unity {λv(#)} subordinate to {F v }. Since T is totally real,
there exists a set of functions {&„(#)} each holomorphic in a neighborhood V of
Γ in C" satisfying

We set /,(*, w)=
V

Let (#, «;) be any point of K.
z belongs to F v . Then we have

We denote by Λ the set of indices v for which

(/(*, w)-flz, w) I < ΣΛλv(^)\f(z, w)-gv(w)I

Σl
Σ
V =

v

v

λ

Since/ε(<2r,«;) is holomorphic in the open set VxG,
required.

we have f\κ^H(K),

as

Let M be a holomorphic C7?-submanifold of C^. A C°° function / defined
on M is called a CR-function, if / is holomorphic with respect to the complex
coordinates in M. Let K be a compact subset of M. We denote by CR(K)
the closure in C(K) of the class of functions each of which is the restriction of a
CR-function defined on a neighborhood of K in M. If r(Λf)=0, then CR(K)
trivially coincides with C(K). Let 71 be a totally real submanifold of C! and G
a holomorphically convex compact subset of CZ If Λf is a closed real submanifold of TxG such that, for every z^T9 M'z=π2(Mz) is an r-dimensional
closed complex analytic submanifold of G, then M i s a Ci?-submanifold of CN
of complex rank r. In this case, we have the following corollary.
Corollary. Let K be a compact subset of M such that every Krz is OM'-convex.
Then we have
H(K)=CR(K).
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